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DURABILITY

The WPC composite technology ensures durability and strength. The board is resistant to abrasion, 
external mechanical forces, weathering and biological agents, salt water and chlorine. It does not 
require maintenance and service work so that you can save time and money.

 
AESTHETIC APPEARANCE OF OUTDOOR SPACES

The boards are perfectly straight, free of knots and cracks, non-deformable and not bulging. Thanks 
to the mounting clips, there are no visible screws and nails, which improves the aesthetic appearance 
of any project.

SUSTAINABLE COLORS

Using high-quality pigments and UV �lter additive, developed in collaboration with renowned world 
producers, we have obtained excellent color fastness of the products in all weather conditions. 

Attention! Di�erent color shades are possible for di�erent production batches.

Devorex composite boards retain their properties even under changing weather conditions 
and after many years of use.

WARRANTY

ADVANTAGES

The New Image
of Your Outdoor Space
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WHY WPC DECKING?

2. Lay the joists, horizontally or 
vertically, with the wide grooves 
facing up, leaving a 0.5 cm gap 
between the wall and the joist. 
When using a butt joint leave a         
1 cm gap.

5. After fastening the start clips, 
place a board to have its lower 
tongue properly �xed by the start 
clip. Push the board into its place 
and screw in the second edge of 
the board using a mounting clip.

8. You can cover the terrace edge 
with a �nishing strip. Cut the 
�nishing strip at 45° angle and �x it 
to the board using self-tapping 
screws or an elastomeric adhesive. 
Leave an expansion gap of 0.5 cm 
between the strip and the joist.

3. Make sure that the distance 
between the joists does not exceed 
45 cm. Each joist has to be 
supported in a minimum of 3 
places, at a maximum distance of 
35 cm.

6. The design of the clips allows for 
an expansion gap of 0.6 cm 
between the boards. If you use a 
butt joint to connect two boards, 
leave an expansion gap of 0.5 cm.

9. Alternatively, you can use an 
L-pro�le to cover the terrace edge. 
Cut the L-pro�le at 45° angle and 
�x it to the board using 
self-tapping screws or an 
elastomeric adhesive.  Leave an 
expansion gap of 0.5 cm between 
the L-pro�le and the joist.

1. The Decking system can be laid 
on concrete, ground, balcony or 
roof structure. The joists are �xed 
with concrete dowels or 
elastomeric adhesive.

4. Start installing a board by 
fastening the start clips to the joist.
Place a board to have its lower 
edge properly �xed by the start 
clip. An expansion gap of min 0.5 
cm should be left between the 
board and the wall. 

7. Install the last board by screwing 
the bottom edge of the board to 
the joist at an angle of 45°.
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INSTALLATION MANUAL

front expansion gap 0.5 cm
side expansion gap 0.6 cm

attachment to a board
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0.5 cmfixing to substrate using dowels

(not included in the offer)
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Detailed installation instructions can be found on www.devorex.com

System WPC Decking Devorex is an excellent solution for �ooring 
with a wide range of applications - on terraces, pools, verandas, 
garden alleys, sailing piers. It is produced from an innovative WPC 
(Wood Plastic Composite) material, which is composed of 45%  PVC, 
45% high-quality wood particles and 10% additives which improve 
the quality of the products and provide durability without the need 
for maintenance.

SYSTEM ELEMENTS
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